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Welcome explorers! The Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway 
(ARP) is designed to help adaptation practitioners at all levels traverse  
the vast array of information available on land use, regional and urban 
planning based climate change adaptation solutions. The ARP contains 
5 steps, each providing a curated list of resources and tools to help 
you navigate along your adaptation journey and build resilience to our 
changing climate:

Peruse key terms, FAQ’s and various resources to build your 
knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and best practices.    

Strengthen your knowledge and expertise by exploring climate 
change adaptation courses, credentials and training opportunities.

Tap into existing knowledge‑sharing networks such as communities 
of practice in order to connect with others working in the field.

Learn how others are implementing adaptation actions  
on‑the‑ground through case studies and real world examples  
of implementation.

Take stock of your adaptation journey so far and learn ways  
to measure the impact of your actions.

You can follow the pathway from start to finish or jump between the different steps 
based on your current goals. 

Click on one of the stepping stones below to start your journey down the 
Adaptation Resource Pathway.

The ARP is an interactive resource!  
Click on the Scenic Lookout icon and  

signpost below to try it out. 
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REFLECT



How to use the ARP

1) Download the ARP and open the PDF on your computer using 
Adobe Acrobat Reader.

2) Click on the stepping stones along the bottom of the page to travel 
to the Explore, Learn, Network, Act and Reflect steps. Each step 
contains clickable features that reveal resources and information. 
You will recognize when something is clickable/interactive as it will 
change colour as you move your cursor over it.

3) Use the signposts to access different sections within each step 
along the Pathway.

4) At any point, click on the log home icon  to bring you back to 
the intro page.

5) The resources in this ARP are web‑based and will require internet 
access and a web‑browser to open.

6) If a resource was produced outside of Canada, you will see 
(international) in the resource title.

7) To access the print version of the ARP, click on the print button  
on the back cover.

The ARP is an interactive resource!  
Click on the Scenic Lookout icon and  

signpost below to try it out. 
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The following icons are used throughout to highlight:

Notes about cost

Tips for using that resource

Low‑carbon resilience resources

International resources



The ARP is an interactive resource!  
Click on the Scenic Lookout icon and  

signpost below to try it out. 
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About the ARP 
The number and variety of available climate change adaptation tools and 
resources related to land use, regional and urban planning can be overwhelming, 
making it difficult to find the resources best suited to your specific needs. The 
Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP) was developed to address this challenge. 
The ARP is not a comprehensive list of planning related adaptation resources, but 
rather, key resources (vetted by climate change adaptation practitioners) selected 
based on their relevance and applicability to advancing adaptation in Canada.

This ARP is focused on Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning and is 
geared towards all planning practitioners interested in climate change adaptation. 
It was developed by Climate Risk Institute (CRI) in collaboration with various 
partners, advisors and reviewers.

Other Adaptation Resource Pathways that are available include:
1) Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway, focused on 

adaptation broadly and geared towards all climate change practitioners.

2) Engineering and Built Infrastructure ARP, primarily for engineers and 
others involved in built infrastructure.

3) Natural and Nature‑based Solutions ARP, for all practitioners and 
decision‑makers who work on climate change adaptation.

https://adaptationplatform.ca/home/braceresources/adaptationresourcepathways
https://climateriskinstitute.ca/


The ARP is an interactive resource!  
Click on the Scenic Lookout icon and  

signpost below to try it out. 
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Contribute to this ARP  

If you have suggestions on how to keep this pathway “groomed” for future 
explorers, we want to hear from you! More specifically…

• Did you find the ARP useful? 

• How could the ARP be improved? 

• Do you have feedback on the resources currently included? 

• Do you have suggestions on resources that could be included in the next 
version of the ARP?* 

*The ARP will be updated annually. Note the Version No. and date on the bottom of Page 1.

Please share your thoughts via adaptation@nrcan‑rncan.gc.ca.

mailto:adaptation%40nrcan%E2%80%91rncan.gc.ca?subject=


EXPLORE: KEY TERMS
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Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.

https://www.cip-icu.ca/


EXPLORE: FAQS
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Although climate change adaptation is not a new concept, some land use, regional and urban planners may 
not be familiar with climate change risks, impacts and adaptation approaches. Below you will find some 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that those new to the field are asking. 

https://www.cip-icu.ca/
https://cge-media-library.s3.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/05163704/Adaptation-and-Mitigation_EN.pdf
https://icleicanada.org/project/finding-the-nexus-exploring-climate-change-adaptation-and-mitigation/
https://gca.org/reports/adapt-now-a-global-call-for-leadership-on-climate-resilience/
https://climatechoices.ca/reports/tip-of-the-iceberg/
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/chapter/chapter-3/
https://coastadapt.com.au/how-to-pages/monitoring-and-evaluation-climate-change-adaptation
https://www.international.gc.ca/country_news-pays_nouvelles/2018-03-23-germany-allemagne.aspx?lang=eng
https://hotorcool.org/1-5-degree-lifestyles-report/
https://www.canada.ca/en/services/environment/weather/climatechange/pan-canadian-framework/climate-change-plan.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/news/2021/04/canadas-enhanced-nationally-determined-contribution.html
https://www.tvo.org/article/what-are-indigenous-knowledge-systems-and-how-can-they-help-fight-climate-change


EXPLORE: RESOURCES
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This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! 

https://www.cip-icu.ca/
https://cip-icu.ca/ClimateChange
https://www.cip-icu.ca/ClimateChangePolicy
https://cip-icu.ca/Resources/Resources/CIP-Model-Standard-of-Practice-for-Climate-Change


EXPLORE: RESOURCES
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This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! 

https://www.cip-icu.ca/
https://unhabitat.org/planning-for-climate-change-guide-a-strategic-values-based-approach-for-urban-planners
https://unhabitat.org/planning-for-climate-change-a-strategic-values-based-approach-for-urban-planners-toolkit
https://landusehub.ca/how-canadian-municipalities-can-use-land-use-planning-to-adapt-to-climate-change/
https://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/429706/publication.html
https://atlanticadaptation.ca/en/content/adaptation-options
https://resourcecentre.c40.org/resources/interaction-between-adaptation-and-mitigation-actions
https://www.gla.ac.uk/news/headline_816611_en.html
https://www.asla.org/climatepolicies.aspx
https://vimeo.com/269624532?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=996753
https://www.asla.org/resilientdesign.aspx
https://www.georgetownclimate.org/reports/adaptation-tool-kit-urban-heat.html


EXPLORE: RESOURCES
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This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! 

https://www.cip-icu.ca/
https://icleicanada.org/barc-program/
https://icleicanada.org/project/changing-climate-changing-communities-guide-and-workbook-for-municipal-climate-adaptation/
https://icleicanada.org/project/building-adaptive-and-resilient-communities-barc-online-tool/
https://www.allonesky.ca/climate-resilience-express
https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/publications/pub_nwp_costs_benefits_adaptation.pdf


EXPLORE: RESOURCES
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This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! 

https://www.cip-icu.ca/
https://icleicanada.org/project/talking-it-through-a-discussion-guide-for-local-government-staff-on-climate-adaptation/
https://fcm.ca/en/resources/mcip/climate-change-adaptation-through-equity-lens
https://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/climate-change-adaptation-strategy.aspx
http://guide.cred.columbia.edu/index.html


EXPLORE: RESOURCES
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This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! 

https://www.cip-icu.ca/
https://fcm.ca/en/resources/mcip/guide-municipal-climate-change-staff
https://ecologynorth.ca/project/integrating-climate-change-measures/
https://fcm.ca/en/resources/mcip/integrating-climate-considerations-community-planning
https://www.calgary.ca/pda/pd/municipal-development-plan/municipal-development-plan-mdp.html
https://www.c40knowledgehub.org/s/article/Integrating-Climate-Adaptation-A-toolkit-for-urban-planners-and-adaptation-practitioners?language=en_US
https://cip-icu.ca/Resources/Resources/Rural-Handbook
https://www.rockies.ca/files/reports/planning_for_ecological_connectivity.pdf
https://prism.ucalgary.ca/bitstream/handle/1880/107165/Connecting_the_Dots_Planning_Guide.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y


EXPLORE: RESOURCES
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This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! 

https://www.cip-icu.ca/
https://fcm.ca/en/resources/investing-in-canadas-future
https://fcm.ca/en/funding
https://climatechoices.ca/reports/tip-of-the-iceberg/
https://climatechoices.shinyapps.io/SitRoom/
https://climatechoices.ca/reports/under-water/technical-report/
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/climate-change/adapting/funding.html
https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/publication/building-climate-resilience-in-cities-through-insurance/


EXPLORE: RESOURCES
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This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! 

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/climate-change/impacts-adaptations/canada-changing-climate-sector-perspectives-impacts-and-adaptation/16309
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/agriculture-seafood/agricultural-land-and-environment/climate-action/climate-change-adaptation-pathways
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IW61nHRWFxw


EXPLORE: RESOURCES

This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! 
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https://climateontario.ca/publications.php
https://www.c40knowledgehub.org/s/article/Nature-based-solutions-How-cities-can-use-nature-to-manage-climate-risks?language=en_US
https://www.fishwildlife.org/download_file/view/3191/248
https://icleicanada.org/project/biodivercities-a-handbook-for-municipal-biodiversity-planning-and-management/
https://icleicanada.org/project/biodivercities-a-primer-on-nature-in-crisis/


EXPLORE: RESOURCES
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This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! 

This web‑based resource is designed to provide communities 
and citizens with information and tools for local energy 
planning and carbon emission mitigation. The long‑term goals 
of the Community Energy Explorer are to provide a platform 
of up‑to‑date resources for community energy planning, and 
the development of new and innovative engagement tools 
around energy. 

Use this resource to: support local energy planning and 
carbon emission mitigation. 
• Source: Collaborative for Advanced Landscape Planning

1. Community Energy Explorer

Most applicable to communities in British Columbia. 

https://calp.forestry.ubc.ca/community-energy-explorer/


EXPLORE: RESOURCES
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This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! 

https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/2021/11/03/climate-adaptation-mitigation-and-urban-design
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJwFtsLsV1A
https://climate.mit.edu/explainers/climate-resilient-infrastructure
https://climate.mit.edu/


EXPLORE: RESOURCES
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This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! 

https://heritagebc.ca/learning-centre/climate-adaptation-framework-and-implementation/
https://heritagebc.ca/learning-centre/climate-adaptation-framework-and-implementation/climate-adaptation-worksheet/


LEARN: COURSES & MODULES

Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 
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https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/engage-people-in-climate-change
https://building-climate-resilience.thinkific.com/courses/march-8-9-2018-workshop


LEARN: TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS

Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 
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https://unccelearn.org/course/view.php?id=72&page=overview
https://questcanada.org/services/?dc=resilience-workshops
https://www.goodgriefnetwork.org/


LEARN: CERTIFICATES

Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 
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https://www.usgbc.org/credentials
https://climateriskinstitute.ca/climate-change-impacts-and-adaptation-training-program-for-professional-planners/
https://stewardshipcentrebc.ca/green-shores-home/green-shores-training/


LEARN: VIDEOS

Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 
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https://climatedata.ca/learn/
https://climateatlas.ca/planning-climate-change


NETWORK: COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE

Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 
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https://www.urbanresiliencedialogues.com/
https://www.ccadaptation.ca/en/landing
https://www.naturalinfrastructurenb.ca/
https://www.weadapt.org/
https://www.planners4climateaction.org/
https://www.planners4climateaction.org/think-pieces
https://www.planners4climateaction.org/state-of-the-profession


NETWORK: REGIONAL AND NATIONAL PROGRAMS

Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 

https://www.resilientrurals.com/
https://www.allonesky.ca/climate-resilience-express
https://mcahub.ca/
http://www.pcphub.fcm.ca/index.html


NETWORK: KEY NETWORKS

Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 

https://resilientcitiesnetwork.org/
https://www.climatecaucus.ca/
https://globalcovenant-canada.org/


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES

What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.
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https://fcm.ca/en/resources/mcip/northern-solution-community-adaptation
https://climatechange.toolkitnwtac.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2018/02/IntegratingClimateChange-book-lowres-v1-Feb2015-2.pdf
https://fcm.ca/en/case-study/mcip/developing-climate-change-adaptation-implementation-plan
https://icleicanada.org/barc-program/
https://changingclimate.ca/case-study/assessing-the-costs-and-benefits-of-adaptation-options-for-coastal-areas-in-quebec-and-atlantic-canada/
https://changingclimate.ca/case-study/health-climate-change-and-resilience-in-community-planning-city-of-port-moody-climate-action-plan/
https://changingclimate.ca/case-study/a-specialist-driven-plan-to-adapt-to-climate-change/
https://changingclimate.ca/case-study/windsor-ontario-a-staff-led-community-supported-approach-2/
https://www.citywindsor.ca/residents/environment/climate-change-adaptation/Pages/default.aspx


ACT: RESOURCES FOR IMPLEMENTATION

What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.
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https://www.unep.org/resources/report/beating-heat-sustainable-cooling-handbook-cities#:~:text=Beating%20the%20Heat%3A%20A%20Sustainable%20Cooling%20Handbook%20for%20Cities%20was,Innovation%20and%20Clean%20Cooling%20Collaborative.
https://cuspnetwork.ca/building-capacity/capacity-for-the-climate-decade/
https://www.wcel.org/publication/preparing-climate-change-implementation-guide-local-governments-british-columbia
https://atlanticadaptation.ca/en/islandora/object/acasa%3A729
https://www.working-with-nature.ca/toolkit
https://ccme.ca/en/res/riskassessmentguidancesecured.pdf
https://ccme.ca/en/res/riskassessmentsummarysecured.pdf
http://toolkit.bc.ca/Resource/guidebook-climate-scenarios-Ouranos-Guidebook
https://climateatlas.ca/
https://climateatlas.ca/atlas-guidebook
https://climatedata.ca/about/
https://climatedata.ca/learn/
https://climatedata.ca/explore/sector/transportation/#sector-cases
https://pavics.ouranos.ca/#:~:text=PAVICS%20is%20a%20virtual%20laboratory,the%20need%20to%20download%20it


REFLECT: MONITORING AND EVALUATION

MONITORING AND 
EVALUATION
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Now it’s time to reflect on your journey to date and take stock of the progress you’ve made, including successes, challenges 
and learning ways to measure the impact of your climate change adaptation actions. 

https://www.adaptationcommunity.net/monitoring-evaluation/national-level-adaptation/
https://www.c40knowledgehub.org/s/article/Measuring-Progress-in-Urban-Climate-Change-Adaptation-A-monitoring-evaluating-and-reporting-framework?language=en_US
https://glisa.umich.edu/resources-tools/adaptation-monitoring-and-evaluation-toolkit/
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/d7d496b5-ad4e-11eb-9767-01aa75ed71a1
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S161886672100460X
https://www.cakex.org/documents/monitoring-and-evaluating-climate-adaptation-activities-reference-guide-city-managers
https://www.fsnnetwork.org/resource/resilience-measurement-practical-guidance-note-series-overview
https://www.climatelinks.org/resources/best-practices-monitoring-and-evaluation-urban-climate-adaptation-literature-review
https://science.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_97169.html


The ARPs were supported by Natural Resources Canada’s 
Building Regional Adaptation Capacity and Expertise (BRACE) Program 

For more information about the Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP) Series or to provide feedback,  
please contact: adaptation@nrcan‑rncan.gc.ca

The Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning ARP was developed by Climate Risk Institute (CRI) in collaboration  
with various partners, advisors and reviewers including members of the Resource Pathways Committee  

who graciously volunteered their time and expertise to provide insight and recommendation throughout the 
development of this document. Thank you to all of the committee members: Jan Sotocinal; Grant Pearsell; 

Connor Smith; Tara Lynne Clapp; Carla Stewart; David Hendrickson; Camille Lefrançois; Ellen Enns;  
Vanessa Wellsch; Brenda Wallace; Kanchan Ghadge; Paul Kraehling; Jenna Davidson; Michael Sullivan;  

Eric Rapaport; and, Olimpia Pantelimon.

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/climate-change-adapting-impacts-and-reducing-emissions/building-regional-adaptation-capacity-and-expertise-program/21324
mailto:adaptation%40nrcan-rncan.gc.ca?subject=
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Welcome explorers! The Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway 
(ARP) is designed to help adaptation practitioners at all levels traverse  
the vast array of information available on land use, regional and urban 
planning based climate change adaptation solutions. The ARP contains 
5 steps, each providing a curated list of resources and tools to help 
you navigate along your adaptation journey and build resilience to our 
changing climate:


Peruse key terms, FAQ’s and various resources to build your 
knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and best practices.    


Strengthen your knowledge and expertise by exploring climate 
change adaptation courses, credentials and training opportunities.


Tap into existing knowledge‑sharing networks such as communities 
of practice in order to connect with others working in the field.


Learn how others are implementing adaptation actions  
on‑the‑ground through case studies and real world examples  
of implementation.


Take stock of your adaptation journey so far and learn ways  
to measure the impact of your actions.


You can follow the pathway from start to finish or jump between the different steps 
based on your current goals. 


Click on one of the stepping stones below to start your journey down the 
Adaptation Resource Pathway.


The ARP is an interactive resource!  
Click on the Scenic Lookout icon and  


signpost below to try it out. 


Welcome


How to use the ARP 


About the ARP 


Contribute to this ARP


Look for 
the scenic 


lookout button 
throughout 
the ARP to 


view high level 
resources of 


interest!
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The ARP is an interactive resource!  
Click on the Scenic Lookout icon and  


signpost below to try it out. 
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Look for 
the scenic 


lookout button 
throughout 
the ARP to 


view high level 
resources of 


interest!


How to use the ARP


1) Download the ARP and open the PDF on your computer using 
Adobe Acrobat Reader.


2) Click on the stepping stones along the bottom of the page to travel 
to the Explore, Learn, Network, Act and Reflect steps. Each step 
contains clickable features that reveal resources and information. 
You will recognize when something is clickable/interactive as it will 
change colour as you move your cursor over it.


3) Use the signposts to access different sections within each step 
along the Pathway.


4) At any point, click on the log home icon  to bring you back to 
the intro page.


5) The resources in this ARP are web‑based and will require internet 
access and a web‑browser to open.


6) If a resource was produced outside of Canada, you will see 
(international) in the resource title.


7) To access the print version of the ARP, click on the print button  
on the back cover.


The following icons are used throughout to highlight:


Notes about cost


Tips for using that resource


Low‑carbon resilience resources


International resources







The ARP is an interactive resource!  
Click on the Scenic Lookout icon and  


signpost below to try it out. 


Welcome


How to use the ARP 


About the ARP 


Contribute to this ARP
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Access the full ARP Series Explore the Climate Risk Institute (CRI)


About the ARP 
The number and variety of available climate change adaptation tools and 
resources related to land use, regional and urban planning can be overwhelming, 
making it difficult to find the resources best suited to your specific needs. The 
Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP) was developed to address this challenge. 
The ARP is not a comprehensive list of planning related adaptation resources, but 
rather, key resources (vetted by climate change adaptation practitioners) selected 
based on their relevance and applicability to advancing adaptation in Canada.


This ARP is focused on Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning and is 
geared towards all planning practitioners interested in climate change adaptation. 
It was developed by Climate Risk Institute (CRI) in collaboration with various 
partners, advisors and reviewers.


Other Adaptation Resource Pathways that are available include:
1) Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway, focused on 


adaptation broadly and geared towards all climate change practitioners.


2) Engineering and Built Infrastructure ARP, primarily for engineers and 
others involved in built infrastructure.


3) Natural and Nature‑based Solutions ARP, for all practitioners and 
decision‑makers who work on climate change adaptation.


Look for 
the scenic 


lookout button 
throughout 
the ARP to 


view high level 
resources of 


interest!







The ARP is an interactive resource!  
Click on the Scenic Lookout icon and  


signpost below to try it out. 


Welcome


How to use the ARP 


About the ARP 


Contribute to this ARP


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning
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Look for 
the scenic 


lookout button 
throughout 
the ARP to 


view high level 
resources of 


interest!


Contribute to this ARP  


If you have suggestions on how to keep this pathway “groomed” for future 
explorers, we want to hear from you! More specifically…


• Did you find the ARP useful? 


• How could the ARP be improved? 


• Do you have feedback on the resources currently included? 


• Do you have suggestions on resources that could be included in the next 
version of the ARP?* 


*The ARP will be updated annually. Note the Version No. and date on the bottom of Page 1.


Please share your thoughts via adaptation@nrcan‑rncan.gc.ca.



mailto:adaptation%40nrcan-rncan.gc.ca?subject=
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Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


RESOURCES


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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Check out the Canadian Institute of Planners  
webpage for the full climate change planning  
policy document and other helpful resources.







1. Adaptation Strategy


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 


11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Adaptation Strategy 


A broad plan of action that is implemented 
through policies and measures. A climate change 
adaptation strategy for a country, region or 
municipality refers to a general plan of action 
for addressing the impacts of climate change, 
including climate variability and extremes. It may 
include a mix of policies and measures, selected 
to meet the overarching objective of reducing the 
country’s vulnerability. 
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Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


RESOURCES


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


RESOURCES


1. Adaptation Strategy


2. Adaptive Capacity


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 


11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Adaptation Capacity 


The ability of a system to adjust in a positive 
way to potential damage, to take advantage of 
opportunities, or to respond to the consequences 
of stressors that arise from climate change. Many 
factors can influence adaptive capacity, such as 
institutions, social structures, power dynamics, 
access to resources, social and financial capital,  
as well as knowledge and information.


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


RESOURCES


1. Adaptation Strategy 


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 


11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Capacity Building  


The practice of enhancing the strengths and 
attributes of, and resources available to, an 
individual, community, society or organization to 
respond to change.


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


RESOURCES


1. Adaptation Strategy 


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 


11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Climate  


The average or expected weather, and related 
atmospheric, land, and marine conditions, 
for a particular locale, over a long period of 
time (typically 30 years). Variables taken into 
account most often include surface temperature, 
precipitation and wind. It’s important to note the 
difference between climate and weather (the state 
of the atmosphere at any given time and place). 
The climate of a region determines what kind of 
weather is expected there, even if the details vary 
from day to day.


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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1. Adaptation Strategy 


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 


11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Climate change 


A persistent, long‑term change in the state of the 
climate, measured by changes in the mean state 
and/or its variability. Climate change may be due to 
natural internal processes, natural external forcings 
such as volcanic eruptions and modulations of 
the solar cycle, and/or to persistent anthropogenic 
changes in the composition of the atmosphere or in 
land use.


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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1. Adaptation Strategy 


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 


11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Climate Change Adaptation  


The process of adjusting to actual or expected 
climate and its effects. Adaptation is needed both 
to reduce the risks and to benefit from potential 
opportunities associated with a changing climate. 
There are many different approaches to adaptation, 
including behavioural changes, operational 
modifications, technological interventions, planning 
changes and revised investment practices, 
regulations and legislation.


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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1. Adaptation Strategy 


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 


11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Climate Change Mitigation 


The human intervention to reduce the sources or 
enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases.


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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RESOURCES


1. Adaptation Strategy 


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 


11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Low Carbon Resilience (LCR)  


An approach that coordinates and mainstreams 
adaptation, mitigation, and co-benefit strategies 
into policy, planning and implementation processes. 


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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1. Adaptation Strategy 


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 


11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Mainstreaming 


The integration of adaptation considerations 
(or climate risks) such that they become part of 
policies, programs and operations at all levels 
of decision‑making. The goal is to make the 
adaptation process a component of existing 
decision‑making and planning frameworks. 


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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1. Adaptation Strategy 


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 
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6. Climate Change Adaptation 
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8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 
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11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Maladaptation 


Actions that may lead to increased risk of adverse 
climate‑related outcomes, increased vulnerability 
to climate change or diminished welfare, now or in 
the future. 


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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1. Adaptation Strategy 


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 
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Resilience 


The capacity of social, economic and 
environmental systems to cope with a hazardous 
event, or trend, or disturbance, by responding or 
reorganizing in ways that maintain their essential 
function, identity and structure, while also 
maintaining the capacity for adaptation, learning 
and transformation.


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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1. Adaptation Strategy 


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 


11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Risk


The potential for consequences where something 
of value is at stake and where the outcome is 
uncertain, recognizing the diversity of values. Risk 
is often represented as probability of occurrence 
of hazardous events or trends multiplied by the 
impacts if these events or trends occur. Risk results 
from the interaction of vulnerability, exposure 
and hazard.


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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1. Adaptation Strategy 


2. Adaptive Capacity  


3. Capacity Building 


4. Climate 


5. Climate change 


6. Climate Change Adaptation 


7. Climate Change Mitigation 


8. Low Carbon Resilience (LCR) 


9. Mainstreaming 


10. Maladaptation 


11. Resilience


12. Risk 


13. Vulnerability


Vulnerability


The degree to which a system is susceptible to, 
and unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate 
change, including climate variability and extremes. 
Vulnerability to climate change is a function of the 
character, magnitude and rate of climate variation 
to which a system is exposed, its sensitivity and its 
adaptive capacity.


Explore various resources to help build your knowledge on different aspects of adaptation, including reports, 
guidebooks and toolkits. If you are new to adaptation or just need a refresher, explore the key terms, 
frequently asked questions and resources in this section. Also check out the general Climate Change ARP, 
which has an extended list of Key Terms, FAQ’s and general climate change adaptation resources.
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1. What is the difference between climate  
change adaptation and climate change 
mitigation and what are co-benefits?


2. As a planner, how can I help create  
communities that are resilient to the  
impacts of climate change and help  
reduce greenhouse gas emissions?


3. What’s more costly, climate change  
adaptation or inaction? 


4. What are the impacts of 1.5°C and 2°C  
of warming?


5. Is monitoring and evaluation important?


6. Canada is a small contributor to global 
greenhouse gas emissions compared  
to other polluters, so why do we need  
to take action? 


7. What are Indigenous knowledge  
systems and how can they help fight 
climate change? 


Adaptation is the process of adjusting to actual or expected 
climate and its effects in order to moderate or avoid harm or 
exploit beneficial opportunities (e.g. creating tougher building 
standards for areas where more snow is expected); whereas 
Mitigation is the process of reducing the sources or enhancing 
the sinks of greenhouse gases (e.g. replacing greenhouse gas 
emitting fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural gas with clean, 
renewable energies like solar, wind, and geothermal). 


In other words, mitigation tackles the cause of climate change 
thereby minimizing the possible impacts of climate change, 
while adaptation looks at how to reduce those negative effects 
and take advantage of any opportunities. 


Although adaptation and mitigation are sometimes portrayed 
as distinct responses to climate change, they are inextricably 
linked. The success of mitigation directly affects the need 
for adaptation, as well as the viability of different adaptation 
options. Mitigation reduces both the magnitude and the rate of 
climate change. The greater the reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions, the greater the potential for successful adaptation.
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Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


RESOURCES


Although climate change adaptation is not a new concept, some land use, regional and urban planners may 
not be familiar with climate change risks, impacts and adaptation approaches. Below you will find some 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that those new to the field are asking. 


Source: Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation


Want to learn more? Take a look at this brief overview on the 
intersection between adaptation and mitigation (2019; 8 pages)
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1. What is the difference between climate  
change adaptation and climate change 
mitigation and what are co-benefits?


2. As a planner, how can I help create  
communities that are resilient to the  
impacts of climate change and help  
reduce greenhouse gas emissions?


3. What’s more costly, climate change  
adaptation or inaction? 


4. What are the impacts of 1.5°C and 2°C  
of warming?


5. Is monitoring and evaluation important?


6. Canada is a small contributor to global 
greenhouse gas emissions compared  
to other polluters, so why do we need  
to take action? 


7. What are Indigenous knowledge  
systems and how can they help fight 
climate change? 


Planners have a critical role in the reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions and increasing resilience through community 
adaptation. This includes preparing for both current and 
projected impacts from changes in climate. Planners can 
ensure planning decisions incorporate measures to mitigate 
and adapt to the impacts of climate change by:


• Learning about applicable emissions reduction frameworks 
at all levels of government and advancing the creation of 
policies that support achieving those objectives;


• Understanding climate risks in their planning jurisdiction and 
incorporating risk‑reduction measures into plans accordingly; 


• Using climate and energy data when providing planning 
advice; 


• Collaborating between departments, sectors and jurisdictions 
to plan for climate change comprehensively; and, 


• Engaging and consulting with Indigenous peoples, youth, 
the general public and other stakeholders in all aspects of 
planning for climate change. 


Although climate change adaptation is not a new concept, some land use, regional and urban planners may 
not be familiar with climate change risks, impacts and adaptation approaches. Below you will find some 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that those new to the field are asking. 
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1. What is the difference between climate  
change adaptation and climate change 
mitigation and what are co-benefits?


2. As a planner, how can I help create  
communities that are resilient to the  
impacts of climate change and help  
reduce greenhouse gas emissions?


3. What’s more costly, climate change  
adaptation or inaction? 


4. What are the impacts of 1.5°C and 2°C  
of warming?


5. Is monitoring and evaluation important?


6. Canada is a small contributor to global 
greenhouse gas emissions compared  
to other polluters, so why do we need  
to take action? 


7. What are Indigenous knowledge  
systems and how can they help fight 
climate change? 


Ensuring that climate change impacts, risks and solutions are 
factored into decision making at all levels makes economic 
sense. A report by the Global Commission on Adaptation finds 
that investing $1.8 trillion globally from 2020 to 2030 yield 
$7.1 trillion in net benefits and that adaptation can also produce 
significant economic returns. The Commission reports that the 
overall rate of return on investments in improved resilience can 
have benefit-cost ratios ranging from 2:1 to 10:1, and in some 
cases even higher. Climate change adaptation can deliver a 
“triple dividend”, avoiding future losses, generating positive 
economic gains through innovation, and delivering additional 
social and environmental benefits.   


Conversely, a new report from the Canadian Institute for 
Climate Choices warns that the costs of climate change for 
Canada are mounting. They recommend substantial increases 
in adaptation investment and enhanced climate risk disclosure 
to build resilience and limit damages. 


Want to learn more? Check out the Global Commission on 
Adaptation report – Adapt Now: A Global Call for Leadership on 


Climate Resilience (2019; 90 pages) 


Check out the Canadian Institute for Climate Choice report – Tip of 
the Iceberg: Navigating the Known and Unknown Costs of Climate 


Change for Canada (2020; 52 pages) 


Although climate change adaptation is not a new concept, some land use, regional and urban planners may 
not be familiar with climate change risks, impacts and adaptation approaches. Below you will find some 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that those new to the field are asking. 
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1. What is the difference between climate  
change adaptation and climate change 
mitigation and what are co-benefits?


2. As a planner, how can I help create  
communities that are resilient to the  
impacts of climate change and help  
reduce greenhouse gas emissions?


3. What’s more costly, climate change  
adaptation or inaction? 


4. What are the impacts of 1.5°C and 2°C  
of warming?


5. Is monitoring and evaluation important?


6. Canada is a small contributor to global 
greenhouse gas emissions compared  
to other polluters, so why do we need  
to take action? 


7. What are Indigenous knowledge  
systems and how can they help fight 
climate change? 


The impacts of climate change are being felt in every 
inhabited continent and in the oceans. However, they are 
not spread uniformly across the globe, and different parts 
of the world experience impacts differently. An average 
warming of 1.5°C across the whole globe raises the risk 
of heatwaves and heavy rainfall events, amongst many 
other potential impacts. Limiting warming to at or below 
1.5°C rather than 2°C can help reduce these risks, but 
the impacts the world experiences will depend on the 
specific greenhouse gas emissions ‘pathway’ taken. 
The consequences of temporarily overshooting 1.5°C of 
warming and returning to this level later in the century, for 
example, could be larger than if temperature stabilizes 
below 1.5°C. The size and duration of an overshoot will 
also affect future impacts.


Want to learn more? Check out the IPCC website for the  
full report discussing the impacts of 1.5°C of global warming 


on natural and human systems (2018; 138 pages)


Although climate change adaptation is not a new concept, some land use, regional and urban planners may 
not be familiar with climate change risks, impacts and adaptation approaches. Below you will find some 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that those new to the field are asking. 
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1. What is the difference between climate  
change adaptation and climate change 
mitigation and what are co-benefits?


2. As a planner, how can I help create  
communities that are resilient to the  
impacts of climate change and help  
reduce greenhouse gas emissions?


3. What’s more costly, climate change  
adaptation or inaction? 


4. What are the impacts of 1.5°C and 2°C  
of warming?


5. Is monitoring and evaluation important?


6. Canada is a small contributor to global 
greenhouse gas emissions compared  
to other polluters, so why do we need  
to take action? 


7. What are Indigenous knowledge  
systems and how can they help fight 
climate change? 


Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) is critical in ensuring 
the long‑term success of climate change adaptation 
initiatives, plans and actions. M&E helps demonstrate 
accountability of local government, industry and 
other decision‑makers to their constituencies. This is 
important for leveraging continued community support 
for adaptation initiatives, and for demonstrating that 
taxpayer and investor funding has been spent wisely. 
This can help to ensure ongoing support for actions and 
any further funding that may be required. It can also 
improve performance through evaluation of efficiency and 
effectiveness, supporting adaptive management.


Want to learn more? Check out this page from Australia’s 
CoastAdapt for more information on monitoring and evaluation.


Although climate change adaptation is not a new concept, some land use, regional and urban planners may 
not be familiar with climate change risks, impacts and adaptation approaches. Below you will find some 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that those new to the field are asking. 
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1. What is the difference between climate  
change adaptation and climate change 
mitigation and what are co-benefits?


2. As a planner, how can I help create  
communities that are resilient to the  
impacts of climate change and help  
reduce greenhouse gas emissions?


3. What’s more costly, climate change  
adaptation or inaction? 


4. What are the impacts of 1.5°C and 2°C  
of warming?


5. Is monitoring and evaluation important?


6. Canada is a small contributor to global 
greenhouse gas emissions compared  
to other polluters, so why do we need  
to take action? 


7. What are Indigenous knowledge  
systems and how can they help fight 
climate change? 


While Canada represents only 1.6% of global greenhouse gas 
emissions, it is one of the highest per capita emitters in the world. 
Both on an absolute basis and on a per capita basis, Canada is 
a very significant polluter. In a report titled, 1.5 Degree Lifestyles, 
Canada’s per‑capita consumption emissions are six times higher 
than India’s, which averages to 2.2 tonnes per Canadian, annually. 


A series of factors have been invoked to explain Canada’s per 
capita emissions: the harsh climate; the vast distances between 
cities in a country as large as Europe but with a population of only 
36 million; sustained economic and population growth; a resource‑
rich economy of which almost a third is still comprised of goods‑
producing industries; and a very tightly integrated North American 
economy. Canada’s per capita emissions increased dramatically 
in the 1990s before levelling off, mainly due to two large emitting 
sectors: oil and gas extraction, and transportation. Over the last 
decades, Canada has greatly increased its oil and gas production, 
mostly for export, and greenhouse gas emissions from transport 
on per capita basis are the third highest of the Organization for 
Economic Co‑operation and Development (OECD). 


Bottom line: Canada will need to reduce its emissions in these 
and other sectors to meet its enhanced 2030 target, including 
through measures outlined under the Pan‑Canadian Framework.


Want to learn more? Visit this Government of Canada webpage that 
speaks to reducing greenhouse gas emissions in Canada.


Although climate change adaptation is not a new concept, some land use, regional and urban planners may 
not be familiar with climate change risks, impacts and adaptation approaches. Below you will find some 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that those new to the field are asking. 
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1.5 Degree Lifestyles 
(2021; 164 pages)


Pan‑Canadian Framework 
(2016; 86 pages).


Canada’s Enhanced 
2030 target
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1. What is the difference between climate  
change adaptation and climate change 
mitigation and what are co-benefits?


2. As a planner, how can I help create  
communities that are resilient to the  
impacts of climate change and help  
reduce greenhouse gas emissions?


3. What’s more costly, climate change  
adaptation or inaction? 


4. What are the impacts of 1.5°C and 2°C  
of warming?


5. Is monitoring and evaluation important?


6. Canada is a small contributor to global 
greenhouse gas emissions compared  
to other polluters, so why do we need  
to take action? 


7. What are Indigenous knowledge  
systems and how can they help fight 
climate change? 


Indigenous communities have their own experts, ways of 
generating and sharing knowledge and ways of knowing 
how to help fight climate change. These knowledge 
systems are often based on intimate knowledge of the 
land and hands‑on interaction with the land through many 
generations. Indigenous knowledge system can help 
in managing the climate crisis in many ways including 
through knowledge of ecological integrity, helping 
to maintain biodiversity, decrease deforestation and 
greenhouse gas emissions as well as wildfire risk.


Want to learn more? Check out this TVO Article on how 
people are working to bring Indigenous knowledge and ways 


of knowing together with Western knowledge to tackle the 
climate emergency.


Although climate change adaptation is not a new concept, some land use, regional and urban planners may 
not be familiar with climate change risks, impacts and adaptation approaches. Below you will find some 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that those new to the field are asking. 
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The Climate Change Policy defines the role that 
planning has in meeting the complex challenges 
of climate change, and calls planners to action to 
create communities that are resilient and contribute to 
climate stability. 
• Year: 2018
• Length: 11 pages
• Source: Canadian Institute of Planners (CIP)
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1. Policy for Climate Change Planning


2. Model Standard of Practice for Climate 
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Visit CIP’s climate change Resource Library







This model allows planners to move from recognition 
of the challenges of climate change – and their 
professional responsibility to address it – to effective 
action on both climate change mitigation and 
adaptation. It presents a framework for addressing 
climate change that is flexible and meant to be 
tailored to meet local conditions.
• Year: 2006
• Length: 60 pages
• Source: Canadian Institute of Planners (CIP)
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6. Smart Policies for a Changing Climate


7. Adapting to Urban Heat: A Tool Kit  
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This report was developed for city planners to better understand, 
assess and take action on climate change at the local level. 


Use this resource to: 
• Plan for current and future climate change impacts at the local level; 
• Mainstream climate change actions into physical, spatial, sectoral 


and comprehensive development plans; 
• Address climate change through different planning processes; 
• Promote an inclusive, participatory planning process that integrates 


city planning activities with local community participation; and
• Support ongoing capacity building for urban planners and 


professionals from related fields. 
• Year: 2014
• Length: 160 pages
•  Source: UN‑Habitat  


Skip to Section 4 for step‑by‑step instructions on how to plan 
for climate change using the adaptation planning cycle. The 
accompanying toolkit includes step by step instruction with tasks, 
examples and worksheets and can be applied internationally 
(2014; 71 pages).







This article gives a high‑level overview of how 
Canadian municipalities can use land use planning to 
adapt to climate change, from zoning and easements 
to integrating climate change into master plans.
• Year: 2020
• Source: Land Use Planning Hub  
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4. Adaptation and Mitigation Interaction 
Assessment Tool (AMIA) 


5. Co-benefits of climate change mitigation 
and adaptation actions 







This document describes tools in the land use planning 
sector that communities can use in preparing to adapt 
to climate change. It provides decision‑support tools to 
help planners and local decision‑makers take effective 
adaptation action. A brief example of each tool and its use 
by a Canadian community is given.


Use this resource to: learn how the most prominent land 
use planning tools in use across Canada can be applied at 
the local level to adapt to climate change more effectively.
• Year: 2012
• Length: 45 pages
• Source: Government of Canada
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4. Adaptation and Mitigation Interaction 
Assessment Tool (AMIA) 


5. Co-benefits of climate change mitigation 
and adaptation actions 


The Atlantic Climate Adaptation Solutions Association 
(ACASA) used this resource to inform a number of 
adaptation options applied in Atlantic Canada, available on 
their webpage.
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4. Adaptation and Mitigation Interaction 
Assessment Tool (AMIA) 


5. Co-benefits of climate change mitigation 
and adaptation actions 


The AMIA tool enables cities to methodically identify 
potential interactions between climate change adaptation 
and mitigation measures. The tool highlights opportunities 
and conflicts and provides users with case studies to guide 
their decision‑making.


Use this resource to: develop a city‑level carbon 
emissions inventory. 
• Source: C40 Cities    


You can find the AMIA Tool under the “Resources” section 
of the webpage. It is a downloadable spreadsheet that 
populates the results of the adaptation and mitigation 
interactions based on a list of actions you provide. A video 
explaining how to use the assessment tools is also available 
at the top of the page. 
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4. Adaptation and Mitigation Interaction 
Assessment Tool (AMIA) 


5. Co-benefits of climate change mitigation 
and adaptation actions 


This report provides information about the concept 
of mitigation and adaptation ‘co-benefits, including 
terminology, examples, synergies and advantages of 
considering co-benefits in decision-making.
• Year: 2021
• Length: 14 pages
•  Source: University of Glasgow, UK  
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4. Adaptation and Mitigation Interaction 
Assessment Tool (AMIA) 


5. Co-benefits of climate change mitigation 
and adaptation actions 


This report identifies a set of core principles, key planning 
and design strategies, and public policies that will promote 
healthy, climate‑smart, and resilient communities. A list of 
solutions and recommendations are provided for natural 
systems, community development, vulnerable communities, 
transportation, and agriculture. 


Use this resource to: find ways of increasing resilience in 
communities through public policy change and design.
• Year: 2018
• Length: 28 pages
•  Source: American Society of Landscape Architects   


Watch this short video discussing the importance of designing 
and planning our communities to react, respond to, mitigate 
and adapt to climate change. 


Also, visit their resilient design page to learn about working 
with nature to find solutions for biodiversity loss, drought, 
extreme heat, fire, flooding and landslides. 
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4. Adaptation and Mitigation Interaction 
Assessment Tool (AMIA) 


5. Co-benefits of climate change mitigation 
and adaptation actions 


This toolkit is designed to help local governments reduce the 
effects of increased heat on their communities and citizens. 
It provides an analytic tool for policy makers to consider a 
combination of four built‑environment changes (cool roofs, 
green roofs, cool pavements, and urban forestry), providing 
clear criteria for selecting among these approaches. It also 
examines the roles government can play in pursuing these 
changes: shaping government’s own operations, mandating, 
or providing incentives for private choices, and engaging in 
public education.
• Year: 2012
• Length: 92 pages
•  Source: Georgetown Climate Centre   







This national program offers communities a way to respond 
to climate change impacts through the development and 
implementation of an adaptation plan. The adaptation framework 
focuses on resilience and climate change adaptation, using 
innovative tools and resources and helping to make informed 
decisions. Membership in the program allows for research 
assistance including localized climate projections and support in 
identifying climate change impacts and expertise on the delivery of 
tools to complete vulnerability assessments as part of the process. 


Use this resource to: create a climate change adaptation plan for 
your municipalities.
• Source: ICLEI Canada
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Supportive resource: Changing Climate, Changing Communities: 
Guide and Workbook for Municipal Climate Adaptation (79 pages): 
This milestone‑based framework assists local governments in the creation 
of climate change adaptation plans to address the relevant climate change 
impacts associated with their communities.


Their online tool helps communities move through the five Milestones 
of the BARC program. 







This workshop‑based process quickly builds community 
support for climate change adaptation plans. It includes an 
Action Kit that is designed primarily to support practitioners 
to take a community through the entire process of developing 
and implementing adaptation plans. The Action Kit is 
organized in eight units to reflect key activities in the process 
of initiating, developing, and implementing an Action Plan.


Use this resource to: produce a streamlined (“express”) 
process for developing a climate resilience action plan for 
smaller communities through a one‑day workshop. Use it to 
prepare a ‘self-help’ Action Kit to support these communities 
in working through the entire process or parts of the process.
• Source: All One Sky Foundation
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This Action Kit was developed to meet the needs of small 
communities in Alberta. Explore the link above to view 
examples of action plans developed for 12 communities 
in Alberta. 
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This report introduces a range of approaches, methods, 
best practices and lessons learned regarding the costs 
and benefits of climate change adaptation options. The 
publication focuses on three main techniques including cost‑
benefit analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis and multi-criteria 
analysis.


Use this resource to: make informed decisions on practical 
climate change adaptation actions and measures to respond 
to climate change. 
• Year: 2011
• Length: 52 pages
• Source: United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 


Change (UNFCCC)   







This discussion guide assists local government staff in 
facilitating conversations with senior decision makers and 
elected officials about the implications of climate change 
in their local contexts; their current level of preparedness; 
the measures and solutions needed to adapt and increased 
resiliency; and the necessity to put plans into action.


Use this resource to: build awareness and buy‑in from local 
decision‑makers.
• Year: 2020
• Length: 54 pages
• Source: ICLEI Canada on behalf of the Municipal Climate 


Services Collaborative (MCSC), a joint initiative of the Federation 
of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and the Canadian Centre for 
Climate Services (CCCS).
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The discussion guide includes a customizable PowerPoint 
template, which is a tool to help users create a presentation 
that addresses their community’s unique context. Detailed 
instructions and prompts are included within the template to 
help with its use. 







Read this case study to learn how engaging with 
marginalized community members can help you develop 
better municipal climate change adaptation strategies.   
• Year: 2020
• Source: Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) 
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Look at the City of Vancouver’s Climate Change Adaptation 
Strategy to see how they have applied an equity lens.
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This guide provides advice for effectively communicating 
climate change with a broad range of audiences. Download 
the guide or view it in its entirety on this site, by clicking 
through the content’s menu.


Use this resource to: build awareness and buy‑in from 
multiple audiences, including the general public. 
• Year: 2009
• Length: 54 pages
•  Source: Center for Research on Environmental Decisions 


(CRED)







This step‑by‑step guide is for recently hired municipal 
employees tasked with working on climate change from their 
first day through their first year in the new role. 


Use this resource to: aid municipal staff establish 
themselves as leaders on climate through practical 
information, resources, checklists and templates.
• Year: 2021
• Length: 55 pages
• Source: Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM)
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This guide helps communities mainstream climate change 
into all their decision‑making processes. 


Use this resource to: help communities embed climate 
change adaptation into their municipal plans; identify and 
assess community vulnerabilities to climate change; identify 
gaps in planning as well as capital and human resource 
gaps; and, build adaptation capacity in Northwest Territories 
(NWT) communities.
• Year: 2014
• Length: 204 pages
• Source: Ecology North
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Most applicable to communities in the NWT looking to explore 
climate change adaptation planning, hazard mapping, asset 
management and source water protection.







Check out this webpage to learn what climate considerations 
you should be integrating in your planning activities and learn 
about what tools you will want to use before you create your 
plan.
• Source: Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM)
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This resource provides insights into what other Canadian 
municipalities are doing to address climate change including an 
example from the City of Calgary where they incorporated flood 
policies into their Municipal Development Plan from 2018. 
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This toolkit facilitates the inclusion of climate change 
adaptation principles into urban planning measures. The 
toolkit provides an overview of how urban planning policies 
can be used to adapt to climate change. 


Use this resource to: build a case for including climate 
change adaptation measures when developing projects 
and engaging decision‑makers on incorporating nature‑
based solutions and other mechanisms for reducing climate 
vulnerabilities to ensure practical, livable and just urban 
development.
• Year: 2019
• Length: 66 pages
•  Source: C40 Cities


This toolkit contains resources for city planning and climate 
change adaptation staff to host a workshop on integrating 
climate change adaptation into urban planning policies. The 
toolkit is available in English, French, Portuguese, and Spanish.







The handbook was created to help community planners plan 
for climate change adaptation through strategic action. The 
resource was made to help planners in creating a community 
adaptation plan.
• Year: 2011
• Length: 59 pages
• Source: Canadian Institute of Planners (CIP)
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Although useful to all municipalities, this resource is intended to 
support small communities and may be of particular interest to 
those without “in house” planning resources.







This guidebook is intended to provide clarity on what 
ecological connectivity might mean for a municipality, in 
which plans and how. It provides a searchable catalogue 
of examples from a variety of jurisdictions and a document 
library of sample plans, reports, strategies and case studies 
to learn from.


Use this resource to: better understand the way ecological 
connectivity is viewed through the lens of municipal planning 
and better understand the decisions and options that emerge 
in the planning realm.
• Year: 2019
• Length: 49 pages
• Source: Miistakis Institute
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Check out this guide to using ecological connectivity modelling 
in municipal planning, also available through the Miistakis 
Institute (2016; 34 pages; direct download, 600 kB).







This research report is the first attempt to quantify what 
Canadian governments need to be spending on local disaster 
mitigation and adaptation projects to reduce the impacts of 
climate change. 


Use this resource to: strengthen the business case for 
implementing climate change adaptation and risk mitigation 
measures by providing a credible estimate of the level of 
investment needed to help communities adapt to climate 
change.
• Year: 2020
• Length: 60 pages
• Source: Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) 
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Short on time? Read the summary of the report or see the 
infographic on the main page. FCM also has a webpage 
outlining funding opportunities for municipal environmental 
projects including grant and loan options. Funding is available 
for plans and studies, pilots, capital projects and more. 







This report can be used to explore some of the most 
important impacts and costs of a shifting climate across 
Canada, including the benefits of select climate change 
adaptation actions.  
• Source: Canadian Institute for Climate Choices (CICC)
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Technical users may want to use this portal which provides 
more detailed look at data from the Costs of Climate Change 
report series. These analyses estimate the economic costs of 
key climate change impacts to health and infrastructure across 
Canada in the decades ahead. 


More advanced practitioners may also want to refer to the 
Costs of Climate Change reports and technical documents 
for additional information about the data and methods.







This Government of Canada webpage lists funding available 
for projects for individuals, small businesses and other 
interested organizations to support Canada’s climate plan. It 
includes links to funding opportunities to assist with climate 
action, green infrastructure, clean tech, transit infrastructure 
and more. 
• Source: Government of Canada
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This report focuses on insurance as a critical component 
of climate action because it can help increase financial and 
fiscal resilience to risks. It can also increase awareness, 
provide incentives for mitigation and support capital 
mobilization. The report provides recommendations to 
municipalities around risk assessment and risk management, 
identification of barriers and using insurance as part of 
resilience planning.


Use this resource to: learn about how municipalities can 
support the fiscal and physical resilience of cities using 
insurance options tailored to various city contexts.
• Year: 2021
• Length: 38 pages
• Source: Cities Climate Finance Leadership Alliance, Climate 


Policy Initiatives, and the Adrienne Arsht‑Rockefeller Foundation 
Resilience Centre







This report is an update to the 2008 Government of 
Canada national‑scale science assessment of climate 
change impacts and adaptation. It focuses on new 
information and knowledge about climate change  
impacts and adaptation from a sectoral perspective.  
Food production is the focus of Chapter 4 of this report 
and speaks to food production impacts and adaptation  
for Canada. 


Use this resource to: grow your understanding of 
the implications of climate change for food production 
including information on current and potential future 
impacts, adaptation, and case studies.
• Year: 2021
• Length: 38 pages
• Source: Cities Climate Finance Leadership Alliance, 


Climate Policy Initiatives, and the Adrienne Arsht‑Rockefeller 
Foundation Resilience Centre
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The framework helps communities develop climate 
preparedness goals and objectives with a focus on 
sustainable local food. The climate change adaptation 
pathways approach provided supports decision making by 
identifying and preparing for multiple futures; embedding 
flexibility into the planning process; and strengthening 
adaptive capacity. 


Use this resource to: integrate considerations regarding 
climate change and agriculture into long‑term climate 
preparedness planning. Although intended for use in 
British Columbia, the framework can be used by others for 
general guidance and ideas. 
• Year: 2019
• Length: 72 pages
• Source: British Columbia Ministry of Agriculture, Food  


and Fisheries
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Watch this webinar which explains the framework 
(2019; 41 minutes). 


This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
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This guide introduces the concepts of climate change 
adaptation, vulnerability and risk while also describing 
vulnerability and risk assessment tools and techniques. 


Use this resource to: identify ways that natural resource 
management sectors can integrate climate change 
vulnerabilities and risks into decision‑making processes that 
include climate change adaptation action plans, strategies 
and policies.  
• Year: 2011
• Length: 75 pages
• Source: Ontario Centre for Climate Impacts and Adaptation 


Resources (OCCIAR)
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This guide provides a general framework, worksheets, and 
examples of tools that can be used by practitioners from a 
variety of disciplines. Practitioners are encouraged to design 
their own approaches, based on the questions being asked and 
the context and focus of their assessment.
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This article explains the ways in which cities can design and 
implement nature‑based solutions to address climate change 
risks, reducing negative impacts and improve people’s quality 
of life. 


Use this resource to: determine ways of incorporating 
nature‑based solutions into your cities plans, programs and 
policies.   
• Source: C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group


This page includes interventions that are specific to local 
hazards including extreme heat, flooding, drought and water 
scarcity, wildfire, coastal flooding and sea level rise.


This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! SCENIC
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Download Resource (6.2 MB)


This toolkit provides information on landscape connectivity 
and how climate related changes may impact connectivity. 
It provides direction related to project planning and taking 
climate‑smart conservation action. Strategies are provided 
to take action on protection, restoration and management, 
outreach and education, as well as monitoring and evaluation 
for various ecosystems. 


Use this resource to: find information, tools, and resources 
critical to understanding and deploying climate change 
adaptation strategies related to landscape connectivity.  
• Year: 2021
• Length: 56 pages
•  Source: US Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies


Key resources and case studies are provided throughout the 
toolkit that provide links and brief annotations directing users to 
websites, tools, journal publications and other resources.  


This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! SCENIC
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This handbook describes how healthy ecosystems provide 
a variety of functions that indirectly benefit communities, 
such as regulating the flow of stormwater and diminishing 
the urban heat island effect. Developing a biodiversity action 
plan can help identify opportunities to improve biodiversity, 
sustainability and resilience. 


Use this resource to: Develop and implement a Biodiversity 
Action Plan for your municipality.  
• Year: 2015 
• Length: 126 pages
• Source: ICLEI Canada
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Explore Resource


Visit this accompanying introductory document, 
biodiverCITIES: A Primer on Nature in Cities, that explores 
approaches to achieving broader sustainability and community 
livability objectives (48 pages). The document includes case 
studies and best practices that can be replicated by other 
communities. 


This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! SCENIC
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This web‑based resource is designed to provide communities 
and citizens with information and tools for local energy 
planning and carbon emission mitigation. The long‑term goals 
of the Community Energy Explorer are to provide a platform 
of up‑to‑date resources for community energy planning, and 
the development of new and innovative engagement tools 
around energy. 


Use this resource to: support local energy planning and 
carbon emission mitigation. 
• Source: Collaborative for Advanced Landscape Planning
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Most applicable to communities in British Columbia. 


This section includes a number of resources to help you build your knowledge on key adaptation concepts, tools and 
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Explore Resource


This article explores options for responding to climate change 
through community design. It provides an overview of climate 
change mitigation and adaptation options and explains 
four phases of community adaptation: fortify and defend, 
accommodate, retreat and clean‑up. 


Use this resource to: better understand opportunities to use 
design as a climate change adaptation tool. 
• Year: 2021
•  Source: Public Square A CNU Journal  


Watch this webinar that describes the four phases of 
community adaptation mentioned in the article 
(2021; 1 hour). 
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Explore Resource


This page outlines what resilience looks like and explains 
how climate‑resilient infrastructure can be used to achieve 
safety while also saving money. It also summarizes the role 
of government in investing in a climate resilient future. 
• Source: Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)  


Climate Portal  


Browse MIT’s Climate Portal to explore more resources.
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This framework was developed as a guide for assessing 
risks and vulnerabilities from climate change on historic sites. 
The five-step adaptation framework is applicable to natural 
heritage and cultural heritage resources as well as buildings 
and visitor experiences.
• Year: 2017
• Source: Canadian Parks Council and Heritage BC
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Heritage BC has also developed a worksheet to guide people 
through the process in the support of a plan for climate change 
adaptation. 
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best practices from a planning perspective. Use the headings below to explore by theme and check out the topic specific 
resources heading which has additional sub‑topics to explore! SCENIC


LOOKOUT







LEARN: COURSES & MODULES


Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COURSES & 
MODULES


TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


CERTIFICATES


VIDEOS
Learn more about this course


1. Real Climate Action: How to Engage 
People in Climate Change


2. Incorporating Climate Change  
into Public Infrastructure Planning  
and Design


Real Climate Action: How to Engage People in 
Climate Change
This five-week course will show you how to engage 
with and motivate others to join you in the fight against 
climate change using a variety of approaches, while 
achieving audience buy‑in and behaviour change. 
• Delivery: Online, self‑guided
• Type: Course
• Targeted location: General
• Length: 5 weeks, 3 hours per week
• Certification Received: Certificate available when course 


access has been upgraded, where eligible
• Offered through: EIT Climate‑KIC and Project InsideOut
• FREE; upgrade for a fee     







LEARN: COURSES & MODULES


Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COURSES & 
MODULES


TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


CERTIFICATES


VIDEOS


1. Real Climate Action: How to Engage 
People in Climate Change


2. Incorporating Climate Change  
into Public Infrastructure Planning  
and Design


Learn more about this course


Incorporating Climate Change into Public 
Infrastructure Planning and Design
These courses aim to build capacity of infrastructure 
practitioners to integrate climate change considerations 
into decision‑making processes and investments.
• Delivery: Online, self‑guided
• Type: Course/Modules
• Targeted location: Newfoundland and Labrador
• Length: Approximately 7 hours of presentation broken up 


into 8 lessons
• Offered through: Memorial University of Newfoundland
• FREE    







LEARN: TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COURSES & 
MODULES


TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


CERTIFICATES


VIDEOS


1. Making the Right Choices:  
Prioritizing Adaptation Options


2. Resilience Workshops


3. Good Grief Network 


Learn more about this tutorial


Making the Right Choices: Prioritizing 
Adaptation Options
This tutorial introduces the concept of prioritizing climate 
change adaptation options during adaptation planning 
and implementation.
• Delivery: Online, asynchronous 
• Type: Tutorial
• Targeted location: International
• Length: 45 minutes
• Offered through: UN Institute for Training and Research 


(UNITAR)
•   FREE    







LEARN: TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COURSES & 
MODULES


TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


CERTIFICATES


VIDEOS


1. Making the Right Choices:  
Prioritizing Adaptation Options


2. Resilience Workshops


3. Good Grief Network 


Learn more about these workshops


Resilience Workshops
These workshops are designed for communities 
that are looking to understand how climate risks 
and vulnerabilities impact their energy systems. The 
interactive resilience workshops engage municipal 
staff, elected officials, utilities, and key community 
stakeholders to increase understanding of climate 
risks and vulnerabilities, identify local strengths and 
weaknesses, and determine adaptation and resilience 
measures that will keep their community powered.
• Delivery: In person
• Type: Workshop
• Targeted location: Customized 
• Offered through: QUEST Canada
•  Available for a fee    







LEARN: TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COURSES & 
MODULES


TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


CERTIFICATES


VIDEOS


1. Making the Right Choices:  
Prioritizing Adaptation Options


2. Resilience Workshops


3. Good Grief Network 


Learn more about this network


Good Grief Network 
This network helps individuals and communities who 
feel eco‑grief about the state of the world by building 
resilience through their 10‑step program, which includes 
opportunities for peer‑to‑peer support. Their website 
also provides access to podcasts and other learning 
resources. 
• Delivery: Online
• Type: Workshop
• Targeted location: None
• Length: 10‑week program with one 2‑hour session per week
• Offered through: Good Grief Network
•   Available for a fee    







LEARN: CERTIFICATES


Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COURSES & 
MODULES


TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


CERTIFICATES


VIDEOS


1. LEED Professional Credentials


2. Climate Change Impacts and  
Adaptation Training Program for 
Professional Planners


3. Green Shores Training Program


Learn more about these credentials


LEED Professional Credentials 
Earn a LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) professional credential to denote proficiency in 
today’s sustainable design, construction and operations 
standards. LEED is the most widely used green building 
rating system in the world. Available for virtually all 
building types, LEED provides a framework for healthy, 
highly efficient, and cost-saving green buildings. 
• Delivery: Online (exam in‑person or online)
• Type: Courses, workshops and exams
• Targeted location: National
• Certification Received: LEED Credential
• Offered through: Canada Green Building Council
•  Available for a fee    







LEARN: CERTIFICATES


Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COURSES & 
MODULES


TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


CERTIFICATES


VIDEOS


1. LEED Professional Credentials


2. Climate Change Impacts and  
Adaptation Training Program for 
Professional Planners


3. Green Shores Training Program


Learn more about this program


Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation 
Training Program for Professional Planners 
Built around a series of modules and case studies, 
this climate change adaptation training program will 
be delivered to planners in Ontario and in the Prairie 
Region. The project will benefit planners by providing 
new, focused training that is responsive to their needs, 
and builds their capacity to incorporate climate change 
adaptation into practice. Planners will increase their 
ability to understand climate risks and undertake climate 
change adaptation solutions in the public interest.
• Delivery: Online, live 
• Type: Course/Module
• Targeted location: Ontario, Prairies
• Length: Six 2.5‑hour sessions, delivered over 3 weeks
• Certification Received: Certificate of attendance
• Offered through: Climate Risk Institute 
•  Available for a fee    







LEARN: CERTIFICATES


Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COURSES & 
MODULES


TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


CERTIFICATES


VIDEOS


1. LEED Professional Credentials


2. Climate Change Impacts and  
Adaptation Training Program for 
Professional Planners


3. Green Shores Training Program


Learn more about this program


Green Shores Training Program 
This program provides options and tools for a range of 
planning, design, and construction professionals and 
landowners to minimize the environmental impacts of 
their projects in a cost‑effective manner.
• Delivery: Online; In‑person
• Type: Course; Workshop
• Targeted location: British Columbia
• Length: Participants given 3 weeks to complete online 


learning; Workshops are 1‑2 days long
• Certification Received: Professional development certificate 


available for workshops
• Offered through: Stewardship Centre for BC
•   Available for a fee    







LEARN: VIDEOS


Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COURSES & 
MODULES


TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


CERTIFICATES


VIDEOS


1. ClimateData.ca Learning Zone


2. Planning for Climate Change


Learn more about these videos


ClimateData.ca Learning Zone 
Learn more about the science behind climate data, 
choosing and accessing Canadian climate data, and 
download pre‑made materials for your own training 
sessions. Browse 5 topics: Introduction to Climate 
Information for Decision Making; Understanding 
Historical Data; Understanding Future Projections; How 
to use ClimateData.ca; and Intensity‑Duration‑Frequency 
(IDF) Curves. 
• Delivery: Online, self‑guided
• Type: Videos
• Targeted location: National
• Length: 2‑5 minutes per video
• Offered through: ClimateData.ca
•   No cost    







LEARN: VIDEOS


Learn and build your knowledge and expertise on climate change adaptation by enrolling in professional development 
courses, training programs and formal education. 


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COURSES & 
MODULES


TUTORIALS & WORKSHOPS


CERTIFICATES


VIDEOS


1. ClimateData.ca Learning Zone


2. Planning for Climate Change


Learn more about this video


Planning for Climate Change 
This video showcases how the planning profession is at 
the forefront of developing policy, capacity, and climate 
resilience within communities and environments across 
the country. Resources available on this page are 
designed to ensure that planning professionals have the 
climate information they need to design resilient natural 
and built environments. 
• Delivery: Online, self‑guided
• Type: Video
• Targeted location: National
• Length: 5 minutes
• Offered through: Climate Atlas of Canada
•   No cost    







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE


KEY NETWORKS


REGIONAL AND 


NATIONAL PROGRAMS


1. Urban Resilience Dialogues


2. Climate Change Adaptation 
Community of Practice (CCACoP)


3. Natural and Nature‑Based Climate 
Change Adaptation Community of 
Practice


4. weADAPT


5. Planners for Climate Action 
(P4CA)


NETWORK: COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE


Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 


Explore the Community of Practice


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Urban Resilience Dialogues
An online community of practice that aims to 
cultivate a global community of professionals 
who share knowledge and experiences, and who 
experiment with approaches and solutions for 
tackling the urban resilience challenges. Topics 
span geographies and contexts, form South to 
North and from informal to formal. The spaces aim 
to address fundamental issues such as: how we 
navigate interdisciplinarity; how we make the case 
for resilience, sometimes in our own organizations; 
how we translate theory into practice; and which 
tools/approaches to adopt for building urban 
resilience locally.
• Hosted by: ICLEI Canada and the Federation of 


Canadian Municipalities (FCM)
• Target location: International  
• Type of Engagement: Online exchange platform on 


Slack and interactive events.







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE


KEY NETWORKS


REGIONAL AND 


NATIONAL PROGRAMS


1. Urban Resilience Dialogues


2. Climate Change Adaptation 
Community of Practice (CCACoP)


3. Natural and Nature‑Based Climate 
Change Adaptation Community of 
Practice


4. weADAPT


5. Planners for Climate Action 
(P4CA)


Climate Change Adaptation Community 
of Practice (CCACoP)
This online community is dedicated to advancing 
knowledge and action in the area of climate 
change adaptation. It serves as a place for 
researchers, experts, policymakers and 
practitioners from across Canada to come together 
to share their knowledge, ask questions and 
generate ideas while communicating with others 
working in the field of climate change adaptation. 
The purpose of the platform is to support 
Canadians in their efforts to incorporate adaptation 
into planning and policies. 
• Hosted by: Climate Risk Institute   
• Target location: National
• Type of Engagement: Online exchange platform. 


NETWORK: COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE


Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 


Explore the Community of Practice


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE


KEY NETWORKS


REGIONAL AND 


NATIONAL PROGRAMS


1. Urban Resilience Dialogues


2. Climate Change Adaptation 
Community of Practice (CCACoP)


3. Natural and Nature‑Based Climate 
Change Adaptation Community of 
Practice


4. weADAPT


5. Planners for Climate Action 
(P4CA)


Natural and Nature‑Based Climate 
Change Adaptation Community of 
Practice
This platform facilitates peer‑to‑peer information 
exchange, learning and sharing of best practices 
regarding natural and nature‑based climate 
change adaptation approaches. It offers an 
opportunity to connect with experts from the field 
and links to different organization’s work through 
their case study section. 
• Hosted by: New Brunswick Environment Network   
• Target location: National
• Type of Engagement: Online exchange platform. 


NETWORK: COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE


Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 


Explore the Community of Practice


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE


KEY NETWORKS


REGIONAL AND 


NATIONAL PROGRAMS


1. Urban Resilience Dialogues


2. Climate Change Adaptation 
Community of Practice (CCACoP)


3. Natural and Nature‑Based Climate 
Change Adaptation Community of 
Practice


4. weADAPT


5. Planners for Climate Action 
(P4CA)


NETWORK: COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE


Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 


Explore the Community of Practice


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


weADAPT
This online platform provides a space for 
practitioners, researchers and policymakers 
to share and access high quality information, 
experiences and lessons learnt. The purpose 
of the space is to facilitate learning, exchange, 
collaboration and knowledge integration and to 
help build a professional community of researcher 
and practice regarding climate change adaptation. 
• Hosted by: Stockholm Environment Institute 


(SEI)
• Target location: Global 
• Type of Engagement: Share your work, explore 


others work, methods and tools and connect and 
discuss climate change adaptation with other 
organizations and professionals.  







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE


KEY NETWORKS


REGIONAL AND 


NATIONAL PROGRAMS


1. Urban Resilience Dialogues


2. Climate Change Adaptation 
Community of Practice (CCACoP)


3. Natural and Nature‑Based Climate 
Change Adaptation Community of 
Practice


4. weADAPT


5. Planners for Climate Action 
(P4CA)


NETWORK: COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE


Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 


Explore the Community of Practice


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Think Pieces Global Call to Urban Planners


Planners for Climate Action (P4CA)
This online platform aims to catalyze and 
accelerate climate action through responsible 
and transformative urban and regional planning 
practice, education and research. The initiative is 
comprised of associations of planning practitioners 
and planning educators, collectively representing 
tens of thousands of planners worldwide, as well 
as other partners active in this area.
• Hosted by: UN Habitat
• Target location: International
• Type of Engagement: Share breakthrough ideas or 


analysis through ‘Think Pieces’ or contribute to a new 
global knowledge base through the Global Call to 
Urban Planners.







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE


KEY NETWORKS


REGIONAL AND 


NATIONAL PROGRAMS


1. Resilient Rurals


2. Municipal Climate Action Hub


3. Partners for Climate Protection 
(PCP) Hub


Resilient Rurals
This program brings together three Alberta rural 
municipalities who are collaborating to understand 
the risks and opportunities of climate change on their 
communities. It includes support for:


• Community assessments
• Municipal business continuity strategy in case of 


emergencies
• Communications toolkit
• Collection of resources
• Review of policies and bylaws
• Community networking
• Creation of a regional resilience plan


Join the program to define shared risks and opportunities 
and work together to serve as a model for rural resilience. 
• Hosted by: The Land Use Planning Hub operated by fRI 


Research
• Target location: Alberta, Rural
• Type of Engagement: Opportunity to post in discussion forum


NETWORK: REGIONAL AND NATIONAL PROGRAMS


Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 


Explore the Program


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Check out Climate Resilience Express, a free toolkit to help in 
the creation of climate change action plans.







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE


KEY NETWORKS


REGIONAL AND 


NATIONAL PROGRAMS


1. Resilient Rurals


2. Municipal Climate Action Hub


3. Partners for Climate Protection 
(PCP) Hub


Municipal Climate Action Hub
This community of practice was created for municipalities 
who are members of the Municipalities for Climate 
Innovation Program. The hub provides a network of 
support and technical guidance including periodic 
peer‑learning calls and webinars as well as one‑on‑
one coaching from adaptation and mitigation specialist. 
Content provided to member municipalities is tailored to 
the municipalities progress and institutional readiness. 
• Hosted by: Federation of Canadian Municipalities
• Target location: National
• Type of Engagement: Network for support and technical 


guidance for member municipalities.  


NETWORK: REGIONAL AND NATIONAL PROGRAMS


Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 


Explore the Program


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE


KEY NETWORKS


REGIONAL AND 


NATIONAL PROGRAMS


1. Resilient Rurals


2. Municipal Climate Action Hub


3. Partners for Climate Protection 
(PCP) Hub


Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) Hub
This peer‑to‑peer online network aims to help municipal 
staff and elected officials connect with the best resources 
and expertise on local climate action. The PCP Hub is a 
great way to learn about the latest resources on climate 
and energy and to get news about funding opportunities.
• Hosted by: Partners for Climate Protection (PCP)
• Target location: National
• Type of Engagement: Connect with peers and access expert 


support.


NETWORK: REGIONAL AND NATIONAL PROGRAMS


Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 


Explore the Program


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE


KEY NETWORKS


REGIONAL AND 


NATIONAL PROGRAMS


1. Resilient Cities Network


2. Climate Caucus


3. Global Covenant of Mayors for 
Climate & Energy Canada (GCoM)


NETWORK: KEY NETWORKS


Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 


Explore the Network


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Resilient Cities Network
This is a membership‑based organization that builds 
on the legacy of the 100 Resilient Cities initiative. In 
partnership with a global community of cities and Chief 
Resilience Officers, the network delivers urban resilience 
through knowledge sharing, collaboration and collective 
action, seeking to inspire, foster and build resilience 
around the world.
• Hosted by: Resilient Cities Network
•  Target location: International           
• Type of Engagement: Network for member cities







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE


KEY NETWORKS


REGIONAL AND 


NATIONAL PROGRAMS


1. Resilient Cities Network


2. Climate Caucus


3. Global Covenant of Mayors for 
Climate & Energy Canada (GCoM)


Climate Caucus
Climate Caucus is a non‑partisan network of 400 local elected 
climate leaders across Canada with a vision to become a network 
of socially‑just, resilient, healthy, regenerative, decarbonized 
communities thriving within planetary limits by 2030. This network 
creates and implements socially‑just policy which aligns the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Intergovernmental 
Science Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, 
and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples. It serves as:


• A meeting place for elected representatives to connect 
• A centralized location for municipal climate justice & policy 


throughout Canada 
• A collective force to advocate at the regional, provincial, 


territorial, and federal orders of government


Members include local elected officials and area/regional 
directors. Members are supported by volunteers representing 
environmental non-governmental organizations, non-profits, 
academia, and grassroots climate organizers.
• Hosted by: Climate Caucus
• Target Location: Canada
• Type of Engagement: Monthly zoom meetings for elected‑only calls 


and all caucus calls


NETWORK: KEY NETWORKS


Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 


Explore the Network


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE


KEY NETWORKS


REGIONAL AND 


NATIONAL PROGRAMS


1. Resilient Cities Network


2. Climate Caucus


3. Global Covenant of Mayors for 
Climate & Energy Canada (GCoM)


NETWORK: KEY NETWORKS


Stay connected with others working in climate change adaptation by tapping into communities of practice and reaching out 
to climate organizations and experts through established networks and programs. Building and sustaining these personal 
connections is an important part of tackling complex, cross‑cutting issues like climate change. 


Explore the Network


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate & 
Energy Canada (GCoM)
This network is the world’s largest alliance of cities and 
local governments in the fight against climate change. 
GCoM brings a complementary set of support to Canadian 
municipalities that leverages the resources already 
available through the established national programs such 
as Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) and Building 
Adaptive and Resilient Communities (BARC). Combined, 
the access to support resources and peer networks is 
intended to enable Canadian municipalities to accelerate 
the scale and scope of their climate change actions in 
response to the climate emergency.
• Hosted by: The Global Covenant of Mayors in Canada 


is a collaboration between the Federation of Canadian 
Municipalities, ICLEI Canada, the Global Covenant of Mayors 
Secretariat and the International Urban Cooperation Project 
supported by funding from the European Union.  


•  Target location: Global      
• Type of Engagement: Proceed through climate action steps 


from making commitments to monitoring action with guidance 
and support from the organization, city and regional networks 
and other partners.







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


CASE STUDIES & 
OTHER EXAMPLES


RESOURCES FOR IMPLEMENTATION


1. A Northern Solution for 
Community Adaptation


2. Developing a Climate Change 
Adaptation Implementation Plan


3. Assessing the costs and benefits of 
adaptation options for coastal areas  
in Quebec and Atlantic Canada


4. Health, Climate Change and 
Resilience in Community Planning: 
City of Port Moody Climate  
Action Plan


5. A Specialist‑Driven Plan to Adapt 
to Climate Change


6. Windsor, Ontario: A Staff Led, 
Community Supported Approach


A Northern Solution for Community Adaptation
Learn how 25 small communities in the Northwest Territories 
used a collaborative forum to develop climate change 
adaptation strategies. 
• Location: Northern, Northwest Territories, Remote, Rural
• Climate Change Impacts: permafrost melt, flooding, extreme 


weather, coastal and river erosion, wildfires, access to the land, 
human health and well‑being, transportation, water and waste, 
agriculture and food security, economic development


• Adaptation Actions: Actions were created for 5 regions in the 
Northwest Territories, such as providing reliable information 
to the public about energy and climate change adaptation; 
monitoring and mapping permafrost thaw to inform community 
and infrastructure planning; and, considering adaptation options 
related to transportation needs. 


• Outcomes: Community climate change profiles were created for 
33 communities and based on the insights and priorities identified 
at the forum, a Climate Change Adaptation Strategy and Action 
Plan was published in February 2018. The link to the action plan 
can be found under related resources on the main page. 


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the case study


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Accompanying toolkit: Integrating Climate Change Measures in 
Community Planning & Decision Making: A Guide for Northern 


Communities (2014; 204 pages; direct download, 3.5 MB)







LEARNEXPLORE NETWORK


ACT REFLECT


CASE STUDIES & 
OTHER EXAMPLES


RESOURCES FOR IMPLEMENTATION


1. A Northern Solution for 
Community Adaptation


2. Developing a Climate Change 
Adaptation Implementation Plan


3. Assessing the costs and benefits of 
adaptation options for coastal areas  
in Quebec and Atlantic Canada


4. Health, Climate Change and 
Resilience in Community Planning: 
City of Port Moody Climate  
Action Plan


5. A Specialist‑Driven Plan to Adapt 
to Climate Change


6. Windsor, Ontario: A Staff Led, 
Community Supported Approach


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the case study


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


This plan was guided by ICLEI Canada’s Building Adaptive and 
Resilient Communities Program (BARC)


Developing a Climate Change Adaptation 
Implementation Plan
Learn how the City of Barrie created a plan to achieve  
59 priority actions outlined in their Climate Change 
Adaptation Strategy. 
• Location: City of Barrie, Southern Ontario
• Climate Change Impacts: extreme heat and cold, temperature 


variability in shoulder seasons, invasive species, water quality, 
flooding, erosion, extreme weather events


• Adaptation Actions: 
 ‑ Incorporate climate change into the Official Plan;
 ‑ Integrate climate change considerations into Barrie’s plans and 
policies;


 ‑ Empower residents and businesses through education and 
awareness; and


 ‑ Develop education initiatives for residents and businesses to 
create awareness of the City’s climate change efforts.


• Outcomes: City Council endorsed the implementation plan in 2018 
and the City updated their Official Plan using considerations and 
recommendations made in the Adaptation Implementation Plan.  


For each action, the Implementation Plan includes details on 
lead departments, timelines, indicators to measure success, 
and lists plans/policies that could consider climate change.
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Assessing the costs and benefits of adaptation options 
for coastal areas in Quebec and Atlantic Canada
Read how a standard cost-benefit analysis (CBA) was used to 
inform the business case for investing in climate change adaptation 
measures for a range of climate change adaptation actions at  
11 case study sites across Quebec and Atlantic Canada. 


What is CBA? CBA compares the costs and benefits of a “with 
project” scenario (i.e., what is anticipated to happen as a result of 
the adoption of an adaptation action) to those of a “without project” 
scenario (i.e., what is anticipated to happen if that adaptation 
action is not implemented).  
• Location: Quebec, Newfoundland and Labrador, New Brunswick, 


Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Rural, Towns, Coastal
• Climate Change Impacts: Erosion, flooding, sea-level rise
• Adaptation Actions:Suitable climate change aptation options were 


developed using the following intervention categories:
 ‑ Hard‑engineering structures (e.g. concrete walls, dykes);
 ‑ Soft‑engineering structures (e.g. beach nourishment); and
 ‑ Preventative options (e.g. planned retreat of buildings, elevation of 
buildings and infrastructure).


• Outcomes: The CBA helped guide decision‑making as it informed 
which climate change adaptation actions would result in net 
economic gains. Results also showed that the preferred intervention 
on average was not a hard‑ or soft‑engineering measure, but a 
preventative option, such as a planned retreat, elevation of buildings 
and infrastructure, or the use of both an engineering measure and a 
preventative option in combination.


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the case study


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning
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Health, Climate Change and Resilience in 
Community Planning: City of Port Moody  
Climate Action Plan
This case study describes Port Moody’s comprehensive 
Climate Action Plan that addresses mitigation and adaptation 
planning by utilizing a low carbon resilience framework. Read 
this case study to learn what actions they chose and how they 
plan to implement them. 
• Location: Pacific, British Columbia
• Climate Change Impacts: Extreme heat, drought, warmer 


winters, changes in precipitation, sea level rise
• Adaptation Actions: Actions fall within three areas:


 ‑ City Operations: Ensure City departments are adequately 
staffed and equipped to respond to extreme weather events;


 ‑ Policy: Develop an extreme weather response plan with a 
focus on supporting the most vulnerable populations; and


 ‑ Education and Partnerships: Continue to inform and facilitate 
community education about preparedness across hazards.


• Implementation: The City’s Policy Planning Division is leading 
the implementation of this Plan and will support the development 
of an equity framework, embed a climate lens into all decision 
making, and complete annual progress reports.


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the case study


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning
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A Specialist‑Driven Plan to Adapt to 
Climate Change
This case study describes how the Town of Bridgewater, 
Nova Scotia identified nine vulnerabilities and risks to the 
community through the development of a Municipal Climate 
Action Plan (MCCAP). The Action Plan was chaired by 
the Director of Planning, and included the Town Engineer, 
the Regional Emergency Management Organization, the 
Sustainability Planner, a Fire Inspector, and the Town 
Planner. 


Read this case study to learn how the Town utilized the 
Hazard Risk Vulnerability Assessment (HRVA) model as a 
framework to adapt to climate change related hazards. 
• Location: Atlantic, Nova Scotia
• Climate Change Impacts: Warmer winters and summers, 


changes in precipitation, heat waves, drought, sea level rise 
• Adaptation Actions: Nineteen climate change adaptation 


strategies were developed in the MCCAP, arranged into themes of 
Preserve, Avoid, Protect, Accommodate, and Managed Retreat.


• Outcomes: In 2019, staff reported that 80% of actions in the 
MCCAP were either partially or fully implemented, much of which 
was championed by the Town’s Sustainability Planner. While it is 
rare for a Town the size of Bridgewater (with a population around 
8,500) to have a Sustainability Planner, they have demonstrated 
to other small communities across Canada the value that 
concentrated focus on sustainability can bring to the community.


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the case study


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning
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Windsor, Ontario: A Staff Led, Community 
Supported Approach
Learn how the City of Windsor in Ontario is advancing their 
climate change adaptation work using a staff‑led, community 
supported approach to understand and plan for localized 
risks and adapt to the impacts of climate change. 
• Location: Southern Ontario, City of Windsor 
• Climate Change Impacts: Changes in precipitation and 


temperature, extreme heat, extreme weather events, freshwater 
levels


• Adaptation Actions: Following up on the City’s 2012 adaptation 
plan, staff undertook a broad community process to develop a 
comprehensive adaptation plan in 2019 titled, Degrees of Change. 


• Outcomes: Facing increasing costs of flood-related events, 
the city built a business case for acting on climate change by 
considering the costs of inaction. To do this, municipal staff 
developed climate change impact summaries that, where possible, 
estimated the costs of doing nothing. This required assessing 
historical climate trends, future climate change projections, current 
known climate‑related costs to the city, or published papers that 
identified possible costs.


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the case study


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Degrees of Change
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ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Beating the Heat: A Sustainable Cooling 
Handbook for Cities
This guide offers planners an encyclopedia of proven 
options to help cool cities. The guide’s 80 supporting case 
studies and examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
strategies outlined and can help cities find an approach best 
suited to their unique contexts.
• Year: 2021
• Length: 208 pages
•  Source: United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)  
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Climate Innovation Opportunity: Investing 
in Local Governments to Accelerate the 
Transformation to a Low‑Carbon, Resilient 
Canada
This report examines how local governments across Canada are 
addressing climate change and includes some ‘work hacks’ that 
leading cities and their partners are using to deliver successful 
outcomes and impact. It identifies five elements of success that 
allows sustainability teams in local governments to generate 
innovative policy and market transformations to address the climate 
emergency: 1) establishing full‑time permanent positions; 2) adding 
a sustainability and climate lens to decision making; 3) generating 
political and public will for action; 4) collaborating through facilitated 
peer networks; and 5) leveraging and/or creating multiple funding 
streams. 


• Year: 2019
• Length: 14 pages
• Source: Social Capital Strategies and Canadian Urban 


Sustainability Practitioners 


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning
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Preparing for Climate Change: An Implementation 
Guide for Local Governments in British Columbia
This guide motivates local governments in British Columbia 
to mainstream climate change adaptation strategies 
into official community plans, financial and infrastructure 
planning, emergency response, community development 
and the protection natural environment to build greener 
communities. 
• Year: 2012
• Length: 110 pages
• Source: West Coast Environmental Law


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Although this resource is geared towards local governments in 
British Columbia, the overview of the climate change adaptation 
process and planning related implementation strategies are 
applicable to other municipalities in Canada.
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7 Steps to Assess Climate Change Vulnerability 
to Your Community
This workbook can help communities assess their 
vulnerability to the projected impacts of climate change and 
suggest options for adapting to those impacts. 
• Year: 2012
• Length: 352 pages
• Source: Memorial University of Newfoundland in partnership 


with the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador and 
Municipalities Newfoundland and Labrador and Professional 
Municipal Administrators


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


The chapters of this workbook are divided into different climate 
change impacts including flooding, coastal variability, slope 
movement, drinking water, winter and wildfire. Each chapter 
goes through the 7‑step vulnerability assessment process for 
each impact. 
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Working with Nature 
This free online toolkit was created to help small to medium 
sized municipalities catalogue their natural infrastructure 
and develop a prioritized plan for effectively using that 
infrastructure to mitigate flood and drought risk. 


Use this resource to: guide your small‑to‑medium sized 
municipality in identifying hazards and risks associated with 
flood and drought, understanding the natural infrastructure 
assets that could help mitigate those risks, and in creating a 
prioritized action plan to use those assets. 
• Year: 2020
• Source: Miistakis Institute


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


The workbook is the starting point and, by populating the 
workbook, can become the final product. The completed 
workbook can be used as a stand‑alone plan or used to inform 
several supporting plans and polices. 
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Guidance on Good Practices in Climate Change 
Risk Assessment
This guidance document supports good practices in 
conducting climate change risk assessments across 
jurisdictions by providing a location-specific understanding 
of climate change impacts and the risks they pose. The 
guidance document introduces the fundamentals of climate 
change risk assessment, and outlines questions users 
should consider prior to undertaking a climate change risk 
assessment. 
• Year: 2021
• Length: 48 pages
• Source: Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment 


(CCME)


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Download Resource (626 KB)


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Check out the accompanying summary report Good Practice 
in Climate Change risk Assessment: A Summary that 
supports users in determining which practices best addresses 
their needs (2021; 7 pages; direct download, 1.3 MB). 
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A Guidebook on Climate Scenarios
This guidebook is for decision‑makers to familiarize 
themselves with future climate information. It is aimed at all 
actors involved in climate change adaptation, from those 
in the early stages of climate change awareness to those 
involved in implementing adaptation measures.


Use this resource to: understand climate simulations 
and future projections, which supports the identification of 
impacts and opportunities under a changing climate.
• Year: 2016
• Length: 110 pages
• Source: Ouranos


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


This guidebook appeals to a wide range of users and therefore 
contains information with varying levels of complexity. Users 
can focus their efforts on sections that are most relevant to 
them. 
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The Climate Atlas of Canada
This is an interactive, online tool for citizens, researchers, 
businesses, and community and political leaders to learn about 
climate change in Canada. It combines climate science, mapping, 
videography and storytelling to bring the global issue of climate 
change closer to home, and is designed to inspire local, regional, 
and national action and solutions.


• Source: Prairie Climate Centre 


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


A guidebook is available for the Climate Atlas to help work 
with climate data (2018; 22 pages).
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ClimateData.ca
This climate information portal enables Canadians to access, 
visualize, and analyze climate data. It provides related 
information and tools to support climate change adaptation 
planning and decision‑making.
• Source: Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC)


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


The Learning Zone provides further instruction on how to use 
ClimateData.ca. 


Case studies showing how this climate data can be used to 
plan for climate change adaptation can be found here. 
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Power Analytics and Visualization for Climate 
Science (PAVICS)
A virtual laboratory facilitating the analysis of climate data. 
It provides access to several data collections ranging from 
observations, climate projections and re‑analyses. 
• Source: Ouranos


ACT: CASE STUDIES & OTHER REAL‑WORLD EXAMPLES


What better way to learn how to implement climate change adaptation than to look at real‑world examples and “how‑to” 
reference material. Have a look at some of the ways others are taking action and implementing climate change adaptation 
on‑the‑ground.


Explore the Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


This is an in‑depth resource and intended for more advanced 
climate data retrieval and analysis. 
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MONITORING AND 
EVALUATION


1. Repository of Adaptation Indicators 
Real Case Examples from National 
Monitoring & Evaluation Systems


2. Measuring Progress in Urban Climate  
Change Adaptation: A monitoring,  
evaluating and reporting framework


3. Adaptation Monitoring and Evaluation  
Toolkit


4. Evaluating the Impact of Nature‑based 
Solutions – A Handbook for Practitioners


5. Measuring effectiveness of nature‑based 
solutions for increasing the resilience  
of cities under climate change


6. Monitoring and Evaluating Climate  
Adaptation Activities A Reference Guide  
for City Managers


7. Citizen Science Portal


Explore Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Now it’s time to reflect on your journey to date and take stock of the progress you’ve made, including successes, challenges 
and learning ways to measure the impact of your climate change adaptation actions. 


Examples of indicators 
 from the repository  


Repository of Adaptation Indicators 
Real Case Examples from National 
Monitoring & Evaluation Systems
This repository of climate change adaptation 
indicators presents various indicators from a range of 
sectors that track different aspects of the adaptation 
context, process and results to determine if climate 
change adaptation strategies or investments are 
meeting their objectives. The repository offers details 
on a given indicator’s relevance to adaptation and 
describes limitations and the information needed to 
use it. (See the “Repository of Adaptation Indicators” 
tab)
• Format: Repository
• Year: 2014
• Length: 74 pages
•  Source: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale  


Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH


Users can conduct tailored searches by “sector” 
or “adaptation focus”. An Excel file of the indicator 
repository is also available to download.
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MONITORING AND 
EVALUATION


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Now it’s time to reflect on your journey to date and take stock of the progress you’ve made, including successes, challenges 
and learning ways to measure the impact of your climate change adaptation actions. 


X Close examples of indicators image
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Real Case Examples from National 
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2. Measuring Progress in Urban Climate  
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evaluating and reporting framework


3. Adaptation Monitoring and Evaluation  
Toolkit


4. Evaluating the Impact of Nature‑based 
Solutions – A Handbook for Practitioners


5. Measuring effectiveness of nature‑based 
solutions for increasing the resilience  
of cities under climate change


6. Monitoring and Evaluating Climate  
Adaptation Activities A Reference Guide  
for City Managers


7. Citizen Science Portal


Explore Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Now it’s time to reflect on your journey to date and take stock of the progress you’ve made, including successes, challenges 
and learning ways to measure the impact of your climate change adaptation actions. 


Measuring Progress in Urban Climate  
Change Adaptation: A monitoring,  
evaluating and reporting framework 
This framework helps cities monitor, evaluate and 
report on the impacts of climate change adaptation 
initiatives. It includes a focus on equity and inclusivity, 
providing cities with a means to assess the equitable 
distribution of the impact of climate programmes, 
actions and policies.
• Format: Report/Framework
• Year: 2019
• Length: 42 pages
•  Source: C40 Cities  
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MONITORING AND 
EVALUATION


Adaptation Monitoring and Evaluation  
Toolkit 
This toolkit introduces climate change adaptation 
professionals to monitoring and evaluation and 
their potential benefits. It also provides support for 
the preparation and execution of climate change 
adaptation evaluations, and it explains how to work 
with evaluation consultants. 
• Format: Online tool 
• Year: 2021
• Source: Great Lakes Integrated Sciences and 


Assessments (GLISA)


1. Repository of Adaptation Indicators 
Real Case Examples from National 
Monitoring & Evaluation Systems


2. Measuring Progress in Urban Climate  
Change Adaptation: A monitoring,  
evaluating and reporting framework


3. Adaptation Monitoring and Evaluation  
Toolkit


4. Evaluating the Impact of Nature‑based 
Solutions – A Handbook for Practitioners


5. Measuring effectiveness of nature‑based 
solutions for increasing the resilience  
of cities under climate change


6. Monitoring and Evaluating Climate  
Adaptation Activities A Reference Guide  
for City Managers


7. Citizen Science Portal


Explore Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Now it’s time to reflect on your journey to date and take stock of the progress you’ve made, including successes, challenges 
and learning ways to measure the impact of your climate change adaptation actions. 


Click through the tabs on the page to find information 
and vetted resources that correspond to your level of 
experience and specific needs. 
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Adaptation Activities A Reference Guide  
for City Managers


7. Citizen Science Portal


Explore Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Now it’s time to reflect on your journey to date and take stock of the progress you’ve made, including successes, challenges 
and learning ways to measure the impact of your climate change adaptation actions. 


Evaluating the Impact of Nature‑based 
Solutions – A Handbook for Practitioners 
This Handbook provides a user‑friendly way to 
plan, monitor and evaluate Nature‑based solutions 
(NBS). It aims to provide decision‑makers with a 
comprehensive NBS impact assessment framework 
and a robust set of indicators and methodologies to 
assess impacts of nature‑based solutions. 
• Format: Handbook
• Year: 2021
• Length: 373 pages
•  Source: European Commission  


This Handbook fits into a European and international 
policy context with easy applications to a Canadian 
context. 
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3. Adaptation Monitoring and Evaluation  
Toolkit


4. Evaluating the Impact of Nature‑based 
Solutions – A Handbook for Practitioners


5. Measuring effectiveness of nature‑based 
solutions for increasing the resilience  
of cities under climate change


6. Monitoring and Evaluating Climate  
Adaptation Activities A Reference Guide  
for City Managers


7. Citizen Science Portal


Explore 
Resource


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Now it’s time to reflect on your journey to date and take stock of the progress you’ve made, including successes, challenges 
and learning ways to measure the impact of your climate change adaptation actions. 


Example of design options 
that can be used to increase 


community resilience. 


Measuring effectiveness of nature‑based 
solutions for increasing the resilience  
of cities under climate change 
Nature‑based solutions (NBS) enhance the potential 
for mitigation and adaptation to climate change in 
cities. This study presents an integrated methodology 
for quantifying the benefits of NBS and applies it to 
a neighbourhood in Donostia‑San Sebastián, Spain, 
where two alternative designs that incorporated NBS 
and complementary measures were designed.  
• Format: Article
• Year: 2021
•  Source: Urban Forestry & Urban Greening Journal  


This resource includes examples of climate‑smart 
options in urban planning.
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Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Now it’s time to reflect on your journey to date and take stock of the progress you’ve made, including successes, challenges 
and learning ways to measure the impact of your climate change adaptation actions. 
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1. Repository of Adaptation Indicators 
Real Case Examples from National 
Monitoring & Evaluation Systems


2. Measuring Progress in Urban Climate  
Change Adaptation: A monitoring,  
evaluating and reporting framework


3. Adaptation Monitoring and Evaluation  
Toolkit


4. Evaluating the Impact of Nature‑based 
Solutions – A Handbook for Practitioners


5. Measuring effectiveness of nature‑based 
solutions for increasing the resilience  
of cities under climate change


6. Monitoring and Evaluating Climate  
Adaptation Activities A Reference Guide  
for City Managers


7. Citizen Science Portal


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Now it’s time to reflect on your journey to date and take stock of the progress you’ve made, including successes, challenges 
and learning ways to measure the impact of your climate change adaptation actions. 


This guide complements USAID’s Resilience Measurement 
Practical Guidance Note Series (2018; 8 pages)


Explore Resource


and USAID’s Best Practices in Monitoring and Evaluation 
of Urban Climate Adaptation (2019; 55 pages)


Monitoring and Evaluating Climate  
Adaptation Activities A Reference Guide  
for City Managers 
This reference guide is for city managers and other 
city staff who are creating a citywide climate change 
adaptation monitoring and evaluation (M&E) program. 
The guide details essential components of an 
adaptation M&E framework and provides a structure 
for cities to plan and implement an adaptation M&E 
framework.
• Format: Guide
• Year: 2019
• Length: 48 pages
•  Source: United States Agency for International   


Development (USAID) 
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Citizen Science Portal 
With the launch of over 30 federally recognized 
citizen science projects in Canada in the past 10 
years alone, citizen science has become a popular 
data collection strategy in environmental and 
climate change‑oriented research projects. Citizen 
science can raise awareness about the effects of 
climate change, can be used as an engagement 
tool to garner public support, and can be used as an 
observational and data collection tool to monitor the 
success of climate change adaptation measures. 
• Format: Portal
• Year: 2021
• Source: Government of Canada


1. Repository of Adaptation Indicators 
Real Case Examples from National 
Monitoring & Evaluation Systems


2. Measuring Progress in Urban Climate  
Change Adaptation: A monitoring,  
evaluating and reporting framework


3. Adaptation Monitoring and Evaluation  
Toolkit


4. Evaluating the Impact of Nature‑based 
Solutions – A Handbook for Practitioners


5. Measuring effectiveness of nature‑based 
solutions for increasing the resilience  
of cities under climate change


6. Monitoring and Evaluating Climate  
Adaptation Activities A Reference Guide  
for City Managers


7. Citizen Science Portal


Climate Change Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP): Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning


Now it’s time to reflect on your journey to date and take stock of the progress you’ve made, including successes, challenges 
and learning ways to measure the impact of your climate change adaptation actions. 


Explore Resource







The ARPs were supported by Natural Resources Canada’s 
Building Regional Adaptation Capacity and Expertise (BRACE) Program 


For more information about the Adaptation Resource Pathway (ARP) Series or to provide feedback,  
please contact: adaptation@nrcan‑rncan.gc.ca


The Land Use, Regional and Urban Planning ARP was developed by Climate Risk Institute (CRI) in collaboration  
with various partners, advisors and reviewers including members of the Resource Pathways Committee  


who graciously volunteered their time and expertise to provide insight and recommendation throughout the 
development of this document. Thank you to all of the committee members: Jan Sotocinal; Grant Pearsell; 


Connor Smith; Tara Lynne Clapp; Carla Stewart; David Hendrickson; Camille Lefrançois; Ellen Enns;  
Vanessa Wellsch; Brenda Wallace; Kanchan Ghadge; Paul Kraehling; Jenna Davidson; Michael Sullivan;  


Eric Rapaport; and, Olimpia Pantelimon.


OPEN PRINTABLE VERSION



https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/climate-change-adapting-impacts-and-reducing-emissions/building-regional-adaptation-capacity-and-expertise-program/21324
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